Laswick and Plane (2) reported the isolation of a green polymeric species (2) J.A. Laswick and R.A. Plane, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 81, 3564 (1959) from refluxed solutions of chromium (III) perchlorate by ion exchange techniques, using a 0.2M solution of La (Cl0 4 ) 3 as eluant. Their investigation showed the green species to be a more highly polymerized form than a second species, later identified as a dimer (3, 4, 5) , also isolated from the same refluxed solutions.
Their conclusion was based upon the observed elution behavior: the green species (3) M. Ardon and A. Linenberg, J. Phys. Chern., 65, 1443 Chern., 65, (1961 (4) R.W. Kolaczkowski and R.A. Plane, Inorg. Chern., 1, 322 (1964) .
(5) M.E. Thompson and R.E. Connick, Inorg. Chern., 20, xxx (1981) ; hereafter referred to as Paper I.
is more tightly held than the dimeric species and is far more sensitive to eluant concentration. A spectrum of the green polynuclear species was also reported.
Sannikov, Krylov and Vinogradov (6) have reported spectrophotometric evidence In the present work the green species was isolated in solution as the perchlorate salt except for the presence of a small amount of perchloric acid.
Such pure samples were then used to establish the number of hydroxide (or oxide)
ions per chromium by two methods. The degree of polymerization w2s determined from the freezing point depression of the perchloric acid eutectic and confirmed with equilibrium measurements for the formation from the monomer. The pure solutions were used to measure the following properties of the trimer: absorption spectrum, magnetic susceptibility and electron spin resonance.
Experimental. Chromium (III) solutions containing the green species as well as other polymers and the monomer were prepared either by reflexing Cr(N0 3 ) 3 solutions or by dissolving metallic chromium in perchloric acid to give a high concentration of chromous ion which was then oxidized to Cr(III) by bubbling oxygen through the solution (7). The latter method gave a better yield of the green species and higher polymers.
(7) M. Ardon and R.A. Plane, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 81, 3197 (1959) .
Isolation of the green polynuclear species was carried out (8,9) by a displacement development from ion exchangecolumn using thorium (IV) perchlorate as 
Freezing point lowering experiments were made with fresh samples of the green species prepared from refluxed chromium(III) perchlorate solutions using Dowex 50W-X2. The procedure for measurement is described in Paper I.
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The equilibrium measurements were made as described for the dimer in
Paper I, and, in fact, the same solutions were usually analyzed for both dimer and trimer. The trimer was the last species eluted. Some additional chromium(III) species were not eluted from the column by the Ca(Cl0 4 ) 2 solution and are presumed to be higher polymers.
Magnetic susceptibility and ESR measurements were made as described in In Method 2 an aliquot of the pure green solution was added to a column of resin in the hydrogen ion form, and the hydrogen ions displaced were washed out with water and titrated to give the equivalents of charge per liter in the aliquot. The chromium concentration in gram atoms per liter and the free hydrogen ion concentration were determined as before. The same formula as for Method 1 applies. Results are shown in Table 2 .
Method 1 yields lower results for the charge per Cr atom than Method 2.
The second method was tried because of evidence (8) that the green species associates some perchlorate ion with it in the resin. In Method 2 any such loosely bound c1o 4 would be washed out by the water, thus yielding the charge per chromium resulting from the chromium and hydroxide ions only in the species.
The average value of 1. 73 positive charges per chromium is reasonably consistent -7- Since the charge per species determination by ion exchange failed, the degree of polymerization was investigated directly by the lowering of the freezing point of a eutectic mixture of water and perchloric acid on the addition of the green species (11, 12, 3) . Since the solution of the green (ll) P. Souchay, Bull. Soc. Chim. France, 15, 143 (1948) . (12) The results are given in Table 3 where it is seen that the value of mKf/~T, which corresponds to the number of chromium atoms per green species, is 3; therefore the polymer is a trimer. From the earlier results it contains 4 hydroxides and is cr 3 (0H) 4 5 +. From here on we will refer to it as the trimer, rather than the green species. The experimental results are given in Table 4 * Some of the green trimer may not have been removed from the column in the analysis and therefore these values may be somewhat low.
*1~
Total chromium concentration in the equilibrated solution.
with a slope probably somewhat less than the limiting law value, as is usually the case.
From average values of Q 34 at ionic strength unity in Table 4 one estimates ~H to be approximately 23 kcal and ~S at 25° C to be about 75 e.u.
The entropy increase may result from the following factors: (1) there are eight fewer water molecules ordered in the primary coordination sphere of the three metal ions, (2) the concentration of positive charge of the 3 chromic ions has been partly compensated for by the dispersal of 4 positive hydrogen ions, and (3) the +5 charge of the trimer is spread over a large volume and that of therefore is not nearly as effective asAa monatomic ion in ordering solvent water.
Magnetic Susceptibility and ESR Measurements.
The magnetic susceptibility gives information on the intensity of magnetic interaction between neighboring chromium atoms in the polymer, and therefore potentially contains structural and bonding information. Results for the trimer are shown in Table 5 along with the effective magnetic moment in Bohr magnetons. Values of X A were calculated from experimental data as described in Paper I. , 19, 173 (1975) and references quoted therein. In the complex reported here, the bridging groups were assumed to be hydroxide groups since their presence has been established for both of the dimeric species (5). (23) In reference (9), because of a calculational error, it was erroneously concluded that the linear model was preferred.
3+
Because of the similarity (24) of the spectrum to that of Cr(H 2 0) 6 (Paper I, a.
b.
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